Both having taken so much trouble with it from first to last, we had a
fool's pride in it. Of course. And how with the added terrace walls, bal-
conies and other things it could ever have been built even for the sum it
had now cost, we couldn't see—though we knew some of the money had
been—well, perhaps not wasted, but. . . who knows?
We rested. We enjoyed installing the old books and the other old things
especially appropriate, which its tasteful owner with her usual discrimina-
tion had picked up in Italy. We sat at the tea-table in the afternoon, a
blazing fire in the now charming fireplace. The interior was all either of
us had dreamed of, it had an old-world atmosphere. And if you didn't go
looking too hard for nicked edges or something like that where the
Monyana men had run into one another with the blocks or fallen down
with one, it wasn't so badly built. Its owner with her taste for fine
materials and workmanship, though, would stop in the midst of enjoying
the general result—to point to a manifest mechanical defect as though
shot through the heart. Nevertheless, she enjoyed a triumph—a satisfac-
tion that goes far, this seeing of one's desires established on earth by means
of what had been, less than ten months before, only an idea.
The ravine had become a lively little garden, a pool reflecting the block
mass and the trees.
The whole mass and texture of the home made the eucalyptus trees
more beautiful, they in turn made the house walls more so.
And the appropriate but expensive garden terraces, balconies and roof
gardens that had come to join the original inexpensive programme of in-
terior rooms made the whole so naturally a part of that ravine that no one
could even think of that building anywhere else or regret what the addi-
tional features cost. A miracle had come to pass. The old ravine got for
half price—was one that was used to take away the street water. It had
been converted before our very eyes through all confusion and treachery
into a complete living home with infinite charm. Oh, yes—it had charm!
There was a quality living and holding it all together through friction,
waste and slip that so blessed the result. For such is an Idea.
La Miniatura. New-born entity where before was emptiness ... a
sunken ravine.
But the Gods will allow no creative effort of man's to go untested. The
Japanese themselves believe them jealous, purposely leaving some glaring
fault in a conspicuous place to placate them. The Monyana men had done
this in many places but we had not done so. And just for that came an
unusual cloudburst concentrating on that ravine, it seemed. In every fair-
weather region like this it is always the unexpected that happens. No one
in fifty years ever saw the culvert that now took the street water away
below the basement of the house, overflow. But the heavens opened wide,
poured water down until it got to the level of the pretty concrete dining-
room floor, determined to float the house if the thing could be done. The
flood must have mistaken the house for another Ark, but this time, failing
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